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Endothelial cells contain cigar-shaped se-
cretory organelles called Weibel-Palade
bodies (WPBs) that play a crucial role in
both hemostasis and the initiation of in-
flammation. The major cargo protein of
WPBs is von Willebrand factor (VWF). In
unstimulated cells, this protein is stored
in a highly multimerized state coiled into
protein tubules, but after secretagogue
stimulation and exocytosis it unfurls, un-
der shear force, as long platelet-binding

strings. Small GTPases of the Rab family
play a key role in organelle function.
Using siRNA depletion in primary endo-
thelial cells, we have identified a role for
the WPB-associated Rab27a and its effec-
tor MyRIP. Both these proteins are present
on only mature WPBs, and this rab/
effector complex appears to anchor these
WPBs to peripheral actin. Depletion of
either the Rab or its effector results in a
loss of peripheral WPB localization, and

this destabilization is coupled with an
increase in both basal and stimulated
secretion. The VWF released from Rab27a-
depleted cells is less multimerized, and
the VWF strings seen under flow are
shorter. Our results indicate that this Rab/
effector complex controls peripheral dis-
tribution and prevents release of incom-
pletely processed WPB content. (Blood.
2009;113(20):5010-5018)

Introduction

The endothelial cells that line the blood vascular system play an
important role in maintenance of an appropriate inflammatory
and hemostatic response.1,2 One important contribution to this
response is exocytosis of specialized rod-shaped storage or-
ganelles termed Weibel-Palade bodies (WPBs).3 These provide a
reservoir for the pro-coagulant protein von Willebrand factor
(VWF)4 and other cargo, including the inflammatory cell-
surface receptor P-selectin,5 angiopoietin-2,6 and interleukin-87

(for a complete list, see Metcalf et al8).
Both the quantity and structure of secreted VWF are tightly

controlled. Low levels or absence of functional VWF in the
bloodstream results in von Willebrand disease,9 the most common
inherited bleeding disorder. In addition, the multimeric state of
secreted VWF is critical because high-molecular-weight multimers
of VWF are the most active with respect to clotting, and loss of this
pool alone can result in von Willebrand disease symptoms (type
2A,B),10 whereas, conversely, excess high-molecular-weight VWF
in plasma can result in thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura, a
disease characterized by multiple microvascular occlusions.11 The
release of normal VWF depends on a series of complex biochemi-
cal and cell-biologic processes, including the synthesis and process-
ing of VWF itself and its packaging and storage within WPBs, as
well as their subsequent exocytosis. Many of these events are
poorly understood, especially the way in which the cell biology of
WPB formation and function dovetails with the biochemistry of
VWF processing.

As VWF is formed in the endoplasmic reticulum, it dimerizes.
Subsequent traffic through the Golgi and trans-Golgi network (TGN) is
accompanied by cleavage of the VWF propeptide, and by initiation of
multimerization, which may continue in the WPB after budding from

the TGN.8 Multimerization is crucial for VWF function: at exocytosis
VWF is unfurled, by the shear forces present in the vasculature, into
long strings that reveal multiple binding sites for platelets and facilitate
thrombus formation.12 Formation of WPB also begins at the TGN where
self-association of the propeptide with the D1-D3 domains allows
tubulation.13 These nascent VWF tubules drive the formation of
rod-shaped organelles to such an extent that even nonendothelial cells,
when transfected with cDNA encoding VWF, can form pseudo-WPBs
that recruit appropriate proteins and respond to secretagogue.14-16

Folding of VWF into WPB tubules is crucial for appropriate release at
the cell surface; improper storage results in release of tangled strings.15

We and others have shown that WPBs, after they are initially
formed, undergo a maturation process that is typified by the
acquisition of additional proteins; so far, Rab27a,17 Rab3D,18 and
CD6319,20 have been identified. At the same time, WPBs move to a
peripheral location within the endothelial cell. More recently, we
have shown, using high-pressure freezing and freeze substitution
(HPF/FS) followed by electron microscopy (EM), that WPB
maturation could be directly visualized. Immature WPBs are
electron-lucent and contain tubules that appear disorganized,
whereas more mature peripheral WPBs are electron-dense, thinner,
and longer with more highly ordered VWF tubules.21 However, it is
unclear how cellular relocation and acquisition of these proteins
relate to maturation as visualized by EM, and the role of some of
these maturation-specific proteins remains to be characterized.
Finally, the critically important functional question remains; how
do maturation of WPBs and its control relate to the processing and
release of VWF?

Small GTPases of the Rab family play a key role in organelle
function, and 2 Rabs, Rab27a (mutation of which leads to Griscelli
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syndrome type II) and Rab3D, have been found localized to WPBs.
Overexpression of Rab3D and its dominant negative and constitu-
tively active mutants revealed a negative regulatory role at WPB
exocytosis,18 but the role of Rab27a in WPB function remains
elusive. Most Rabs act by interaction with an effector protein,22,23

but in endothelial cells the appropriate effectors are yet to be
characterized for either Rab3D or Rab27a. Here we investigate the
role of Rab27a in human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs)
using siRNA-mediated depletion, and we identify an endogenous
effector, MyRIP. In addition, we analyzed the physiologic effects of
loss of Rab27a and identify how Rab27a is involved in WPB
maturation and function.

Methods

Antibodies and immunofluorescence

Rabbit anti-VWF and horseradish peroxidase–conjugated rabbit anti-VWF
were purchased from Dako North America (Carpinteria, CA); sheep
anti-VWF was from Serotec (Oxford, United Kingdom). Affinity-
purified rabbit anti-MyRIP C-terminal antibody was described previ-
ously,24 and goat polyclonal anti-MyRIP antibody was purchased from
Abcam (Cambridge, MA). Mouse anti-tubulin antibodies were supplied
by Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO). Alexa 488-, 568-, and 680-nm
fluorescent conjugates and Alexa 488-nm–conjugated phalloidin were
from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA).

Immunofluorescence staining was carried out as described previously.25

Mounted coverslips were imaged at ambient temperature through either
a 40� or 63� oil-immersion lens (NA 1.3) on a Leica TCS SPE confocal
system (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) or through a 63� oil-immersion lens
(NA 1.4) on a Leica TCS SP5 confocal system. For double- and
triple-labeled experiments, the channels were scanned sequentially.
Adobe Photoshop CS2 and Illustrator CS2 were used to generate figures
from digital images (Adobe, San Jose, CA).

Cell culture and transfection

HUVECs were cultured as described previously.15 Green fluorescent
protein (GFP)–VWF26 was a gift from J. Voorberg and J. A. Van Mourik
(Sanquin Research at CLB, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). GFP-Rab27a27

and MyRIP-GFP24 were described previously. Rab27a-mcherry was gener-
ated by amplifying mcherry from pCDNA3.1mcherry28 with primers
(GCGCGGTACCGCATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAG and ATGGAC-
GAGCTGTACAAGGGAGGAATGTCGGATGGAGATTA) and Rab27a
from Rab27a-GFP27 with primers (GCGCGGATCCTCAACAGCCGCATA-
ACCC and ATAATCTCCATCCGACATTCCTCCCTTGTACAGCTCG-
TCCAT). The 2 products were used as a template for a second round of
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with primers (GCGCGGTACCGCATG-
GTGAGCAAGGGCGAG and GCGCGGATCCTCAACAGCCGCATA-
ACCC). The resulting product was digested with Kpn1 and BamH1 and
ligated into a similarly cut vector pCMVMyc,29 resulting in pCMV-myc-
mCherry-Rab27a. DNA (typically 1-5 �g) was transfected into mammalian
cells by nucleofection using the program U-001 (Amaxa Biosystems,
Gaithersburg, MD).

RNAi and secretion assays

All siRNA duplexes were purchased from QIAGEN (Valencia, CA). The
target sequences were: CCAGTGTACTTTACCAATATA-Rab27a(1);
CCCATTAGACCTACGAATAAA-Rab27a(2); AAGATAGATGTTCATAT-
TGAA-Rab27a(3); AGAGATCTTAATGGCTATATA-Rab27a(4); AAGGT-
GGGAATTATTATTTAA-MyRIP(1); CCAAATTTACTTCCCAATAAA-
MyRIP(2); nontargeting siRNA sense strand: UGGUUUACAUGUC-
GACUAA with UU 3� overhang on both strands.

Cells were transfected with 100 to 200 pmol of targeted or control
siRNA by nucleofection (Amaxa Biosystems) using the nucleofection
program U-001. Typically, a 15-cm Petri dish with a confluence of 60% to

80% was used for 6 reactions. Reactions were plated into 6-cm Petri dishes
and incubated for 2 to 3 days at normal culture conditions. The cells were
nucleofected again with 100 to 200 pmol of control or targeted siRNA and
plated into 2 wells of a 6-well dish. Two to 3 days later, cells were stained
for immunofluorescence, RNA was prepared for quantitative PCR using the
QIAGEN RNEasy kit, and a secretion assay and enzyme-linked immunosor-
bent assay (ELISA) performed.

The VWF secretion assay has been described previously.25 In short,
cells were rinsed and incubated in serum-free medium without secreta-
gogue for 30 minutes. The medium was collected and the cells incubated
with serum-free medium containing 100 ng/mL phorbol 12-myristate
13-acetate (PMA; Sigma-Aldrich). The remaining cells were then lysed to
determine total VWF levels. Relative amounts of VWF was determined by
ELISA14 and basal and stimulated release presented as a percentage of total
VWF present in the cells (basal releasate � stimulated releasate � remainder
present in the lysate). Some variation in the size of the releasable pool is
apparent in HUVECs because of batch-batch differences in HUVEC stocks
and because of differences in confluence (Figure S1, available on the Blood
website; see the Supplemental Materials link at the top of the online article).
This is controlled for using the same batch of HUVECs and plating control
and knockdown cells at similar confluence in each experiment. In assays
such as the string assay where cells are reseeded, we counted cells and
plated them at identical density (see “Flow analysis and quantification of
VWE string length”).

Microinjection

Cells were nucleofected with siRNA as in “RNAi and secretion assays” and after
transfection plated onto scored coverslips. Two days later, 0.1 �g/�L VWF-GFP
DNA was injected together with 6.5 �M siRNA into the nuclei of approximately
50 cells over a period of 20 minutes. The next day, coverslips were fixed and
stained for immunofluorescence and images acquired with a 63� oil-immersion
lens (1.4 NA) on a Leica TCS SP5 confocal system.

Quantitative PCR

Quantitect quantitative PCR primers to Rab27a, MyRIP, rabphilin,
Munc13-4, granuphilin, melanophilin, Slp1, Slp2a, Slp3, Slp5, Slac2b, and
Noc2 were purchased from QIAGEN. Actin quantitative PCR primers were
as follows: GCGAGAAGATGACCCAGAT-actinF; TGGTGGTGAAGCT-
GTAGCC-actinR. RNA was prepared from knockdown and mock-treated
HUVECs using an RNeasy kit (QIAGEN), and cDNA was prepared using
the SuperScript III first-strand synthesis system (Invitrogen). DNA was
amplified under the following conditions: 95°C, 10 seconds, 56°C, 15 sec-
onds, 72°C, 15 seconds, 40 cycles; amplification was monitored by incorpo-
ration of Syber Green (Finnzyme, Espoo, Finland) and analyzed on a
Mastercycler ep realplex QPCR machine (Eppendorf North America, New
York, NY). Samples were separated on a 2% agarose gel, and single
products were verified by melting curve analysis. Quantification was
calculated both by the ��CT method30 and via absolute quantification.

Quantification of WPB distribution

Knockdown and mock-treated cells were plated at a subconfluent density
and stained as normal for immunofluorescence and an image acquired at the
same plane in each cell. A 40-�m circle was then described around the
nucleus and the number of VWF-positive structures present inside and
outside the circle determined. Overlapping cells, aberrant cells, and cells in
which the perinuclear region touched the cell membrane were excluded.
Peripheral and perinuclear WPBs were expressed as a percentage of total
WPBs. The distance of individual WPBs from the nucleus was determined
using the LASAF software (Leica).

Live cell imaging of WPB movement

Transfected cells expressing Rab27a-mcherry and MyRIP-GFP were im-
aged through a 63� oil-immersion lens (NA 1.4) on a Leica TCS SP5
confocal system with a heated stage (37°C). The pinhole was opened to
2.513 AU to capture the thickest confocal slice, and images were acquired
simultaneously in the red and green channel at 5-second intervals over 5- to
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20-minute periods. The image was processed using the LASAF software
using a median noise filter with 3 iterations at 3 pixels.

VWF multimer analysis

A total of 1.4% agarose gels were prepared by dissolving Seakem high
gelling temperature agarose (Lonza Walkersville, Walkersville, MD) in
0.2 M Tris, 0.1 M glycine, pH 9.0, and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was
added to a final concentration of 0.1%. Basal and secretagogue-stimulated
samples from mock- and siRNA-treated cells were concentrated 20-fold
using Vivaspin 500 centrifugal filter units (Sartorius, Goettingen, Germany)
before loading in a 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 1 M ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid, 2% SDS, 8 M urea loading buffer onto the SDS agarose gel. Gels were
run at 60 V for 20 minutes and then 36 V for approximately 4 hours in a
mini-PROTEAN 3 electrophoresis system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). The
separated proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane and
labeled with rabbit anti-VWF antibody (Dako North America) followed by
a horseradish peroxidase–conjugated anti–rabbit secondary (The Jackson
Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) and developed using a Super Signal West Pico
chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce Chemical, Rockford, IL). Multimer
gels were analyzed using a Molecular Imager GS-800 calibrated densitom-
eter and Quantity One Software (version 4.6.3; Bio-Rad). The global
minimum value was subtracted from the trace, and band strength was
plotted against distance migrated.

Flow analysis and quantification of VWF string length

Twenty-four hours before experimentation, HUVECs were seeded into
�-slides I (ibidi, Munich, Germany) with a 5-mm-wide channel. The
�-slide was connected to a syringe pump that drew fluid through the
chamber at a flow rate giving a wall shear stress of 0.25 Pa (2.5 dyne/cm2).
All perfusions were performed at 37°C; 10 mL PMA (100 ng/mL) was
perfused across HUVECs to stimulate VWF release. After PMA stimula-
tion, HUVECs were maintained at 37°C and fixed by perfusion with 20 mL
3% paraformaldehyde (PFA) at a reduced flow rate, and finally left in 3%
PFA under static conditions for 20 minutes. PFA was quenched with 50 mM
NH4Cl for 15 minutes at room temperature followed by blocking in PBS,

0.2% gelatin, 0.02% NaN3. Cells were not permeabilized. Cells were
incubated with rabbit anti-VWF (Dako North America) antibody, followed
by incubation with an Alexa 568–conjugated anti–rabbit secondary anti-
body (The Jackson Laboratory). ProLong antifade reagent containing DAPI
(Invitrogen) was used as a mounting reagent. Images of labeled VWF
strings were obtained by confocal laser scanning microscopy using a Leica
TCS SP5 confocal system attached to a Leica DMI6000 microscope (Leica
Microsystems). An oil-immersion objective lens 20� (0.7 NA) was used,
and imaging parameters were selected to optimize confocal resolution.
Images were analyzed using LASAF software to determine the length of
individual VWF strings. The number of cells per field was also counted to
calculate number of strings per cell. Adobe Photoshop CS2 was used to
generate figures from digital images.

Results

Rab27a knockdown increases stimulus-induced WPB
exocytosis and changes the cellular distribution of WPBs

The presence of Rab27a on more mature WPB is a well-characterized
phenomenon17 (Figure 1A-E); however, its role in WPB function
remains unclear. We used 2 rounds of Rab27a depletion with 3 different
siRNA oligonucleotides to investigate the role of Rab27a in the
secretion of VWF from primary HUVECs.

SiRNA-mediated depletion with any of the 3 siRNAs typically
reduced Rab27a mRNA expression by 60% to 80%, the mean
knockdown efficiency in cells exhibiting the phenotype was 71%
plus or minus 10.2% (n � 10) as determined by quantitative PCR
compared with cells transfected with 2 rounds of control siRNA.
Some cell death occurs as a result of nucleofection, and this can
affect the confluence of cells. However, no deleterious oligonucleo-
tide transfection-dependent effect was noted on gross morphology
or VWF secretion (Figure S2). Rab27a-depleted cells proved
hyperresponsive to the secretagogue PMA, with a typical increase
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Figure 1. Rab27a-GFP is recruited in a postsynthesis step, and
Rab27a knockdown increases stimulus-induced exocytosis of
WPBs and results in fewer peripheral WPBs. (A) HUVECs were
transfected with Rab27a-GFP and a maximum intensity projection
made of confocal images of immunofluorescence staining of VWF
(red) and Rab27a-GFP. Boxed images represent magnified images of
Rab27a-GFP (B,D) and VWF expression (C,E) in immature (B,C) and
more mature WPBs (D,E). (F) HUVECs were treated in 2 consecutive
transfection rounds with 3 different siRNA oligonucleotides or a
control siRNA oligonucleotide. Cells were incubated with serum-free
media for 30 minutes or release media with PMA (100 ng/mL), cells
were lysed and the VWF levels of each sample quantified by ELISA.
Basal and stimulated release was normalized to total VWF. Rab27a
mRNA expression levels in knockdown compared with mock-treated
cells as determined by quantitative PCR are above the relevant bars.
(G,I) Mock and (H,J) Rab27a siRNA-treated cells were plated out
subconfluently after one round of nucleofection and microinjected
with siRNA and VWF-GFP. (G,H) Confocal images were acquired of
VWF-GFP and rhodamine phalloidin (red). (I,J) A 40-�m circle was
placed at the cell nucleus, and the percentage of VWF-positive
structures (white) present inside and outside the circle was deter-
mined (“Quantification of WPB distribution” in “Methods”). (K) Fifteen
mock and 12 knockdown cells were selected from each condition
from 2 separate experiments. The percentage present inside the
40-�m circle was plotted. ***P � .001 by Student t test and �2 test.
Bars represent 10 �m. (F,K) Error bars represent SD.
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in exocytosis of 2-fold over a 30-minute secretion assay, although
an increase as high as 3.5-fold was noted (Figure 1F). An increase
in basal secretion of approximately 2-fold was also found. A similar
increase was also noted using histamine or forskolin as secreta-
gogues (Figure S3). The fold increase positively correlated with the
percentage knockdown measured. There was no marked difference
in total VWF or in the recruitment of known WPB cargo protein
(data not shown). Overexpression of Rab27a-GFP caused a similar
increase in stimulated release from HUVECs (Figure S4). This is
surprising, as the expected phenotype would be one of suppressed
secretion. However, this could represent an indirect effect of
sequestering or saturation of Rab-associated cellular machinery.

How does this substantial change in exocytosis relate to the
maturation of WPBs? One important aspect of maturation is the
movement of WPBs to the cell periphery. Because Rab27a has been
associated with organelle movements in a variety of cell types, we
determined the effects of Rab27a depletion on WPB distribution.
Experiments using first round knockdown of Rab27a by nucleofection
followed by microinjection of the siRNA alongside cDNA encoding
VWF-GFP (as a marker of injected cells) showed a significant differ-
ence in the percentage of peripheral WPBs (Figure 1G-K) with the
caveat that the extent of knockdown in individual siRNA-injected cells
was impossible to determine. Our data clearly show a role for Rab27a in
controlling the release of WPBs and suggest that Rab27a may be
involved in peripheral distribution of WPBs.

MyRIP is localized on mature WPBs

Rabs typically act via an interaction with a bound effector,22,31 and
Rab27a has 11 reported effector proteins.32 To discover which
effector(s) are probably functional in endothelial cells, we deter-
mined the mRNA expression of the 11 effectors in HUVECs
alongside, as controls, the melanocyte cell line MNT-1 and
HEK293 cells. RNA and cDNA were made from each line and a

100- to 300-bp fragment of each effector amplified. The fragments
were separated on a 2% agarose gel and quantified with respect to
an actin standard. As expected, among the highest message levels
present in MNT-1 cells was melanophilin, a protein with a
well-characterized role in the localization of melanosomes in
melanocytes.33 Of the screened effectors, the most highly ex-
pressed in HUVECs was the myosin and Rab27a-interacting
protein MyRIP (Figure S5). All the primers were shown to amplify
a single product of expected size in at least one of the cell lines
tested. As MyRIP was the most highly expressed, we focused on
determining its role. We confirmed MyRIP expression in HUVECs
by immunofluorescent staining. MyRIP was found, similarly to
Rab27a, to be localized on more mature, peripheral WPBs (Figure
2A-E). Interestingly, MyRIP staining was often (but not exclu-
sively) seen to be concentrated at one end of WPBs (Figure 2A
large inset). Similarly, overexpressed GFP-tagged MyRIP localized
to mature peripheral WPBs at low expression levels (Figure 2F).
However, at higher levels of MyRIP expression, it colocalized with
phalloidin, indicating that the MyRIP-GFP is now decorating actin
structures (Figure 2G-J) and is no longer found on WPBs. This
localization/expression pattern of MyRIP suggested that, as for
melanosomes in the retinal pigmented epithelium,24 the protein
may serve to anchor WPBs to more peripheral actin structures.

Labeling of actin with fluorescent phalloidin (red or green),
alongside MyRIP (Figure 3B) or overexpression of Rab27a GFP
(Figure 3A) confirmed that mature WPBs are often found localized
with or adjacent to actin structures. In the light of our finding of a
polar distribution of MyRIP on WPBs, we also note that a number
of WPBs were seen anchored at just one end.

Recruitment of MyRIP to WPBs coincides with a more
peripheral distribution

To determine a probable role of a Rab27a/MyRIP complex in
endothelial cells, we monitored the recruitment of MyRIP to newly
made WPBs. To visualize newly made WPBs, we transfected
HUVECs with VWF-GFP, and at hourly time points after transfec-
tion, fixed and stained cells for total VWF and MyRIP (Figure 4A).
After 4 hours, we began to see newly made WPBs at the TGN,
which were negative for MyRIP; at 6 hours, we begin to see more
peripheral VWF-GFP and the WPBs at the periphery were positive
for MyRIP. By 7 hours, more VWF-GFP-positive structures stain-
ing strongly for MyRIP were apparent, and these were present at
more peripheral cellular locations. The distance of VWF-GFP-
positive WPBs from the nucleus was determined for 5 cells at each
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Figure 2. The Rab27a effector MyRIP is present on more mature WPBs.
(A) Confocal images acquired of immunofluorescence staining of MyRIP (green),
and VWF (red) inset magnified image of polarized localization of MyRIP. Boxed
images show magnified images of VWF expression (B,D) and MyRIP (C,E) in
immature (B,C) and more mature WPBs (D,E). (F) HUVECs were transfected with
MyRIP-GFP, and a maximum intensity projection was made of confocal images
acquired of a cell expressing low levels of MyRIP-GFP and VWF (red).
(G-J) HUVECs were transfected with MyRIP-GFP, and a maximum intensity projec-
tion was made of confocal images acquired of a cell expressing high levels of
MyRIP-GFP and VWF (blue) alongside rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin (red).
Boxed square shows magnified images of phalloidin (H), MyRIP-GFP (I), and VWF
(J). Scale bars represent 10 �m.

A B

Figure 3. WPBs are often found alongside actin filaments, and some appear to be
attached at only one end. (A) HUVECs were transfected with Rab27a-GFP, and a
maximum intensity projection was made of confocal images acquired of a cell expressing
Rab27a-GFP, VWF (blue), and rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin (red). (B) Maximum
intensity projection of confocal images of a HUVECs labeled with MyRIP (red), VWF (blue),
and phalloidinAlexa 488 nm (green). Scale bars represent 10 �m.
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time point and the MyRIP-negative and MyRIP-positive WPBs
plotted (Figure 4A). All MyRIP-negative WPBs were close to the
nucleus, whereas MyRIP-positive WPBs were found farther away.

The recruitment of Rab27a-mcherry and MyRIP-GFP was also
monitored in live cells using a confocal microscope with pictures
taken every 5 seconds. In images taken from the movie (Figure 4B;
Movie S1), we can clearly see a rod-shaped structure that first
acquires Rab27a-mcherry followed by MyRIP-GFP and then
migrates toward the cell periphery. The initial proximity to the
nucleus seen in the movie suggests that it is a newly formed
immature WPB, and the fact that the weaker Rab27a-mcherry
signal is seen first followed by recruitment of the more brightly
labeled MyRIP-GFP suggests that the WPB is not simply moving
into the plane of focus. In addition, from immunofluorescence
images, we calculated the percentages of WPBs positive for
Rab27a and MyRIP (Rab27a-positive, 89.94% 	 6.56%; MyRIP-
positive, 73.88% 	 6.32%, n � 8 cells). We noted that all MyRIP-
positive WPBs are also positive for Rab27a, whereas a proportion
of WPBs exist that are Rab27a-positive but MyRIP-negative.
These experiments indicate that Rab27a is acquired first and then
goes on to recruit MyRIP and, second, that MyRIP-positive WPBs
are associated with a more peripheral distribution.

Knockdown of MyRIP results in increased VWF release and
fewer peripheral WPBs

To determine the role of MyRIP in WPB function, we reduced its
expression using 2 rounds of transfection with 2 different siRNA
oligonucleotides at 2 different concentrations (100-200 pmol). The
knockdown efficiency was monitored by SDS–polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis and Western blot (Figure 5A). The knockdown/
release data were more variable for MyRIP than for Rab27a, but
there is a clear suggestion that HUVECs depleted of MyRIP exhibit
an increased release in VWF in a dose-dependent manner (Figure
5B). The increase in release was approximately 2-fold, not as
marked as the increase after Rab27a knockdown, suggesting other
Rab27a effectors may be involved in regulating exocytosis in
addition to MyRIP. After immunofluorescent staining, it was
apparent that MyRIP-depleted cells exhibited fewer peripheral
WPBs compared with the control (Figure 5C-F). Quantification of
this phenomenon (“Quantification of WPB distribution” in “Meth-
ods”) revealed that the percentage of WPBs within 10 �m of the
cell nucleus was significantly increased in MyRIP-depleted cells
(Figure 5G). This was similar to the difference in distribution noted

for Rab27a-depleted cells (Figure 1) but appears to be more marked
perhaps for technical reasons, such as the use of a MyRIP antibody
to clearly delineate knockdown versus mock cells or because
Rab27a carries out other functions in addition to WPB localization.

Our data suggest that an interaction of Rab27a and MyRIP acts
to constrain WPBs at a peripheral localization in the cell. This
indicates that MyRIP expression is necessary for normal distribu-
tion of WPBs in HUVECs and suggests that a Rab27a/MyRIP
complex acts as a negative regulator of WPB exocytosis (although
this does not rule out roles for additional Rab27a effectors).

The aberrantly released VWF after Rab27a depletion has a
reduced proportion of high-molecular-weight multimers and a
higher proportion of low-molecular-weight multimers

We have shown that, during a process of maturation, WPBs acquire
Rab27a/MyRIP and that this complex is required for a more
peripheral distribution. Our recent EM analysis shows that the
VWF tubules change during maturation,22 and it has long been
established that multimerization may occur post-TGN.34 Does
interfering with proteins involved in maturation affect the multimer
status of secreted VWF? We analyzed the released VWF from
Rab27a-depleted cells to determine whether the multimerization
state of the VWF was altered. After multimer analysis of Rab27a-
depleted versus control siRNA-treated cells, we noted a difference
in the multimer distribution on gels (Figure 6A), which is
particularly marked when displayed as a densitometry trace (Figure
6B). There appear to be fewer high-molecular-weight multimers
and more lower-molecular-weight multimers in Rab27a-depleted
cells compared with mock-treated cells.

VWF strings released after Rab27a depletion are shorter but
more numerous than in control cells

Using a flow assay under shear, we analyzed the string length of
mock and Rab27a-depleted cells to determine whether the reduc-
tion in multimer size also resulted in shorter VWF strings (Figure
7). It was immediately obvious that Rab27a-depleted cells failed to
produce the long VWF strings observed in control cells (Figure 7A)
but that many more strings were produced (Figure 7A inset graph).
We measured the length of individual strings in both Rab27a-
depleted and control conditions (Figure 7B,C). We found that the
most striking difference in string length was in those less than the
100-�m range (Figure 7C), where the majority of strings produced
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under Rab27a-depleted conditions were significantly shifted to-
ward the lower end of the scale (Figure 7B; Mann-Whitney,
P � .001). We also noted the formation of some strings with a
comparable length to those formed under control conditions (data
not shown). These we concluded to be the combined product of
several shorter strings. After counting the number of cells per field,
we also concluded that a greater number of strings were released in
Rab27a-depleted conditions (Figure 7A), consistent with data both
from the ELISAs and from the multimer gels and indicating an
increase in release of lower-molecular-weight multimers (Figure
6). Taken together, these data demonstrate that, although there is an
increase in release of VWF in Rab27a-depleted cells, the released
VWF fails to form the longest, most prothrombotic strings
compared with those released from control cells but that, in
contrast, a greater number of shorter strings are released. Anchor-
ing of WPBs to actin by a Rab27a/MyRIP complex may provide a
crucial “brake” to ensure full maturation, thus ensuring that only
properly formed VWF is released after secretagogue stimulation.

Discussion

A role for Rab27a in peripheral distribution of organelles has
perhaps been best characterized in melanocytes,27 where a tripartite
complex of Rab27a, melanophilin, and MyosinVa is absolutely
necessary for the peripheral distribution of melanosomes.33,35

However, a similar paradigm appears to be true in RPE24 and PC12
cells36 where a similar tripartite complex exists, this time using
MyRIP and MyosinVIIa or MyosinVa. It now appears that a similar
mechanism probably occurs in endothelial cells, whereby MyRIP
and Rab27a tether WPBs to actin to support a peripheral localiza-
tion. In PC12 cells, MyRIP and Rab27a act as negative regulators
of exocytosis because overexpression of Rab27a or MyRIP reduces
exocytosis.36 Conversely, in insulin secretion, this complex appears
to act as a positive regulator as knockdown of MyRIP or Rab27a
reduces release of insulin.37 Our data are more consistent with
published studies on PC12 cells.
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The role of the cytoskeleton in WPB function has been studied.
Microtubules are required for long-range movement of WPBs from
the perinuclear region to the cell periphery, and they may also have
a role in exocytosis.38 Actin has been demonstrated, with certain
secretagogues, to be a negative regulatory element in exocytoses,39

and depolymerization of actin has been shown to increase the rate,
distance, and incidence of WPB movement.38 This is consistent
with a negative regulatory role of a Rab27a/MyRIP and actin
interaction. We found that cells treated with actin poisons had
reduced VWF release and that the increase in VWF release after
Rab27a depletion (documented in Figure 1) was similarly reduced
by treatment with cytochalasin E (Figure S6). The increase in
release seen after Rab27a depletion (Figure 1F) was dependent on
microtubules because treatment with nocodazole completely abro-
gated the observed increase (Figure S7). This argues for a
requirement for actin and microtubules in Rab27a function. It
remains difficult to determine whether the reduction in exocytosis
after treatment was the result of a specific disruption of cortical
actin or whether it was the result of a more general actin disruption.

At high levels of expression, MyRIP-GFP decorates actin
structures, both stress fibers and what appears to be cortical actin. It
is unclear whether this is an attachment via a myosin or a direct
interaction. MyRIP has been shown to interact with MyoVIIa in
RPE,24,40 whereas in pancreatic 
 cells it has been shown to interact
with MyoVa.41 In endothelial cells, no MyoVa was detected by
Western blot against the melanocyte-specific isoform (A.N.H., data
not shown), but the exact motor involved in WPB function remains
to be identified. At high expression levels of MyRIP-GFP, WPBs
do not appear to recruit MyRIP and remain in a perinuclear
localization. It is possible that the very high ratio of MyRIP to
Rab27a causes direct recruitment of Rab27a to actin, inverting the

usual chain of events. Certainly, we found expression of high levels
of MyRIP-GFP and Rab27a-mcherry together resulted in recruit-
ment of Rab27a to actin (data not shown).

Immunofluorescent localization of MyRIP revealed a markedly
polarized distribution on WPBs. The polarization was such that the
MyRIP-enriched end of the WPBs was toward the periphery of the
cell. It has been suggested that WPBs fuse with the plasma
membrane via their ends,42 and it is possible that Rab27a and
MyRIP are involved in this process. We do not see the same
polarization of Rab27a-GFP, but this may be an artifact of
overexpression. We did note that WPBs are often found in
apposition with actin, and we often see WPBs with one end
adjacent to the actin filament (Figure 3) as if the WPBs are attached
at only one end. Interestingly, MyRIP has also been shown to
interact with components of the exocyst43 and to act as a protein
kinase A anchoring protein.43 This leads to the intriguing possibility
that MyRIP is conferring some sort of directionality to WPB either
by directly anchoring one end to actin or via an interaction with key
exocytic proteins.

There is scope for additional Rab27a effectors playing a role in
WPB function, suggested by the fact that ablation of MyRIP gives a
weaker phenotype than knockdown of Rab27a alone. We have
shown that MyRIP is expressed and has a function in endothelial
cells, but other effectors may also be expressed (Figure S5).
Certainly in the traffic and exocytosis of other secretory organelles,
multiple effectors are involved: for example, in pancreatic 
 cells
MyRIP,37 granuphilin, Noc2,44 and Slp537 are all expressed and the
phenotypes for depletion of granuphilin and MyRIP are markedly
different; knockdown of MyRIP reduces release of insulin,37

whereas knockdown of granuphilin increases release.45 It is impor-
tant, therefore, to address the role of each individual effector in
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WPB release as some effectors may prove complementary or
antagonistic to MyRIP function. An additional complication is that
WPBs also recruit Rab3D, and some of the known Rab27a
effectors have been demonstrated to also interact with this second
Rab.44,46 It will be important to determine the order of Rab3D/27a
recruitment and precisely which Rab recruits which effector.
Characterization of MyRIP function is simplified as MyRIP is an
effector for only Rab27a,47 whereas granuphilin and Noc2 have
been shown to bind both Rab3D and Rab27a.44,46 Certainly, the fact
that the phenotype is similar to the knockdown of Rab27a suggests
that MyRIP is acting via Rab27a. This, coupled with our data
implying a sequential acquisition of Rab27a followed by MyRIP,
suggests that MyRIP recruitment is dependent on Rab27a and that
recruitment is reasonably rapid.

Rab27a has been shown to have a slow rate of guanosine
triphosphate (GTP) hydrolysis on granules48 and a very slow
turnover rate from fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
experiments,49 and a similar slow turnover rate has been noted for
Rab27a effectors in PC12 cells that include granuphilin and Noc2,
whereas other effectors such as Rabphilin have been demonstrated
to have a much faster exchange rate.50 A slow turnover of Rab27a
in endothelial cells is consistent with it acting as a scaffold for
recruitment of appropriate effectors that change as WPBs mature.

Rab27a appears to provide a brake on exocytosis. Originally, we
thought this might be to limit the exocytosis of potentially
prothrombotic VWF into the vessel lumen. Analysis of multimeriza-
tion and of string length in Rab27a-depleted cells suggested that,
although more VWF is exocytosed, the amount of high-molecular-
weight multimers is reduced, and the string length is shorter (which
should therefore make it less prothrombotic). This suggests that the
Rab27a may be required to prevent WPBs that are immature
(containing incompletely multimerized VWF) from undergoing
premature exocytosis.

Specific loss of high-molecular-weight multimers can lead to
disease symptoms, so it is possible a bleeding phenotype might
ensue. Patients with an absence of Rab27a have Griscelli syndrome
type II and a naturally occurring mouse model exists (the ashen
mouse). The bleeding phenotype of ashen mice is controversial.
The ashen mouse was originally reported to have a bleeding
phenotype, but this later proved to be the result of an additional
mutation in an orphan nucleotide sugar transporter Slc35d3 result-
ing in a defect in platelet dense granule function.51 Maybe an
increased release of functionally compromised VWF would cancel
out any major differences between WT and ashen mice. This is
further complicated when turnover rates of different VWF subpopu-
lations within plasma are taken into account. Certainly, reanalysis
of the bleeding phenotype is merited; currently, there are no data of
which we are aware describing an aberrant bleeding phenotype in

Griscelli type II patients. Altogether, the probable effect of a loss of
Rab27a in an in vivo setting is unclear. In vitro we obtained a 2- to
3-fold increase in exocytosis after Rab27a depletion using a
number of secretagogues compared with mock-treated cells releas-
ing 2% to 18% of total VWF after stimulation. It is possible that
Rab27a and its effectors might play a greater or lesser role under
different levels of secretion.

At exocytosis, some signal must release the actin brake. It still
remains unclear what triggers this release and how it is modulated.
It may be that GTP hydrolysis is required for release but studies to
examine this point in exocytosis are complicated by the fact that the
GTP locked mutant of Rab27a does not prenylate properly and that
injection of nonhydrolysable GTP�S leads to exocytosis,52 most
probably the result of activation of RalA. Identification of the
appropriate GAP and the GEF would allow better characterization
of the role of Rab27a at exocytosis. The GEF for Rab27a in
melanocytes has been identified,53 and this will provide a good
starting point for further characterization.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a Rab27a/MyRIP
complex is required for peripheral anchoring of WPBs. This anchoring
provides a brake on exocytosis and may prevent immature/less multim-
erized VWF being released. This study also suggests that reanalysis of
Griscelli type II patients may reveal the presence of a subtle defect in
hemostasis.
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